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Investigation on successive settlement due to shield tunnelling

'11 Hashimoto, K. Hayakawa, K. Mizuhara & 'lf Konda
Geo-Research Institute, Osaka Soil Test Laboratory Japan

ABSTRACT 1 In Japan, recent technological development in shield tunneling has made ground deformation due
to shield tunneling much smaller compared with that of before the years around 1980. Especially, improvement
of slurry shield and earth pressure balanced shield (E.P.B.) and also development of simultaneous bacldill
grouting contribute to repression of ground deformation under an eminent construction control. However, it is
known that successive settlement after a shield passed away remains large in excavation of soft clayey ground
even now. It is important to study the mechanism of successive settlement due to shield tunneling in order to
predict and reduce the settlement. For this purpose, many case records were analyzed on successive settlement
and we got a interesting conclusion that the successive settlement is depend on the degree of disturbance and
soil types.

1 INTRODUCTION ground deformation and tunneling operation in many
kind of ground conditions (Hashimoto T. et al. 1996).

Recent tendency of ground movement due to shield
tunneling in Japan was surmnarized by Hashimoto T.
et al. in 1996 in the volume of IS on Geotechnical
Aspects of Underground Construction in Soft Clay.
The followings are the main conclusions; (1) Ground
settlement due to recent type of shield tunneling is
much smaller than that of before the years around
1980. (2) Improve.d driving control technology and
closed-type shield reduce ground settlement while a
shield passes through. (3) Employment of
simultaneous backfill grouting method and improved
backilling materials reduce ground settlement at tail
void. (4) In excavation .of soft clay, ground
settlement including successive settlement after a
shield passed away still remains large because of
consolidation of disturbed ground around the tunnel.

Successive settlement which occurs after a shield

passes through depends on time, and this phenomena
is caused by consolidation of ground disturbed during
shield tunneling (Mori and Akagi, 1980). Based on
Held observation and laboratory tests, Hirata et al.
(1984) also pointed out that successive settlement is
mainly due to disturbance of surrounding ground of a
tunnel. Kishio et al. (1994) stated based on a detail
field measurement that successive settlement is due

to compressive deformation of ground within 1m
above a tunnel.

In this paper, many case records of recent type
shield tunneling conducted in last 20 years were
accumulated. These records include observed data of

As a result of the case studies, successive settlement
depends on mainly consolidation of disturbed ground
close to a shield. Shield driving in sensitive soft clay
may cause significant disturbance of surrounding
ground and that brings about big successive
settlement consequently.

From this empirical analysis, it is found that the
higher liquidity index related to sensitivity of soil is,
the larger successive settlement will become. And it
is also known that the large maximum vertical
deformation while a shield is passing through is, the
larger successive settlement will become. The
obtained relation among maximum deformation,
liquidity index and successive settlement is efficient
to estimate ground settlement roughly.

2 TYPICAL CASE RECORDS ON SUCCESSIVE
SETTLEMENT

To understand the phenomena of successive
settlement, two observed records of ground behavior
due to shield tumieling (Hirata et al. 1984,
Hashimoto et al_. 1996) are introduced.

The behaviofs of deformation, earth pressure and
pore-water pressure of ground during an earth
balanced shield tunneling in soft clayey ground are
discussed as one of typical case records. The ground
is made of sensitive soft clay with q,,=70 kPa and
IL=0.9. The tunnel whose diameter is 6.93m was
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Figure 1. Ground movement due to shield tunneling in very soft clay.
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Figure 2. The vertical and horizontal deformation along the tunnel center.
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Figure 4. Successive settlement-time relation above shield tunnel.

excavated with an E.P.B., using a simultaneously
back-E11 grouting with two component materials.

The movement of the ground in the sectional
tunnel face is shown in Figure 1. It is found that
before the cutting face arrives, the ground
deformation around the tunnel periphery is towards
the tunnel center, while during the cutting face is
passing through, the deformation is towards outside,
that is, an expansion occurs. The expansion reaches
its peak value when the tail passed away and then the
deformation turns to be compressive again and is

towards the center of the tunnel.

Figure 2 shows the relation between the vertical
deformation of the ground above the crown of the
tunnel center and the time. Figure 3 shows the time
history of the earth pressure and pore-water pressure
in the ground near the tumtel. It is known from the
Figure 3 that settlement occurs because the earth
pressure in front of the cutting face decreases with
the advancing of the cutting face. VVhen the tail is
coming near and a simultaneous back-lil] grouting is
conducted, the excess pore-water pressure increased



at the moment and then gradually dissipated. The
settlement of the ground above the crown of tunnel
center is caused by the consolidation of the ground in
the vicinity of the tunnel and is proportion to the
time in logarithmic scale. It is found that the
successive settlements in the ground surface and the
crown are almost the same.

Figure 4 shows the typical successive settlement
time relation above shield tunnel. The following
example shows the deformation of the ground due to
a earth-pressure-balanced shield tunneling in a soft
clayey ground, with a diameter of 5.44m and
simultaneously back-fill grouting. Through the
deformation immediately after the tail passed away
was very small, a big successive settlement occurred
and the total settlement reached to 3.0 cm.

Figure 5 shows a distribution of the compressive
strain of the ground around a tunnel periphery after
the shield passed away for one year. It is clear from
the figure that the strain decreases very sharply along
the distance from the tumiel. For those ground about
lm away from the tunnel, the compressive strain is
almost zero.

Case studies of many examples including the above
two examples suggest that there are four reasons
which brings about ground deformation while a shield
is passing through. Figure 6 shows a mechanism of
the deformation due to shield tunneling.

Due to the development of the technology in shield
tunneling, the deformation in front of the cutting face
61 can be repressed to a very small quantity by a
serious controlling of the earth balance at the cutting
face. The deformation 62 occurred while the shield is
passing through is caused by the over-cut and the
unbalance of the pose control of the shield. Its
quantity is small and can be negligible if the pose of
the shield is properly controlled. The deformation
due to the tail void 63 can also be reduced to very
small by simultaneous back-lill grouting. Therefore, it
can be concluded that though the deformation caused
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Figure 5. Distribution of vertical strain for one year
after shield passed through.
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Figure 6. Mechanism of the deformation due to shield
tunneling.

by the stress release (6,=61+62+63) can be controlled
to a very small value with present technology of
shield tunneling, an inadequate process in the
simultaneous back-lill grouting or the earth-pressure
balance at the cutting face may cause a big settlement
in the ground. It is also known that the successive
settlement due to the tunneling in soft clay may
occupy a considerable portion of the total
deformation.

3 OBSERVED SUCCESSIVE SETTLEMENT
FOR DIFFERENT SOILS

Here, based on the observed records of many cases of
shield tunneling conducted in many types of soil.
Figures 7-8 show the 200 days successive settlement
in clayey ground at the ground surface and the 1m
above the crown (Okura et al., 1996, Hashimoto et
al.1996). The starting pointof time is the moment
when the tail passed away 1 diameter of shield. The
successive settlement at the ground surface is similar
to the successive settlement within 1m above the
crown shown in Figures 7-8. In iigure 8, the
settlement is divided into two curves. According to
the value of liquidity index IL, one is the solid line
with IL=0.75-0.91 and the other is the dash line with
IL=0.52~0.68. As to the solid line, the successive
settlement is about -11~ -69mm while for dash line,
it is about'-1~ -38mm, showing a tendency that the
higher the liquidity index is, the larger the successive
settlement will be occurred.

On the other hand, as shown in Figures 9-10,
sandy ground settlement and time curves after the tail
passed away are very different from those of clayey
ground. There are 6 cases records in these figures.
The successive settlement is very small and il
gets into steady state within about 30 days. Figure 9
shows a successive settlement at ground surface of
sandy ground. Observed settlements at the surface
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Figure 8. Successive settlement in clay at the 1m
above the crown.

are similar to those of within 1m above the crown

and take more time to get into steady state.
Figure 11 shows the relation between the

successive settlement 615 at 1m above the crown 200
days after the tail passed and the maximum vertical
deformation on max) at 1m above the crown occurred
while the shield is passing through. It is found that
the larger the maximum deformation is, the larger the
successive settlement will be occurred. The
successive settlement is also dependent on the
liquidity index IL which may indicate sensitivity of soil
Sensitive clays with 0.75~0.91 of IL in this figure are
very soft Holocene deposits that is easy to be
deformed largely due to shield tunneling. As a result,
it can be said that remarkable successive settlement

occurs in soft sensitive clay if inadequate shield
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Figure 11. The relation between the maximum
deformation during the shield passing and the
successive settlement at the 1m above the crown.

A. successive settlement is roughly predicted based
on liquidity index and maximum deformation while a
shield is passing through by using a relational figure
obtained from accumulated data in Japan.

4 CONCLUSION

As a result of case studies on successive settlement

due to shield tunneling in soft ground, following
conclusions are obtained.

(1) Even under construction employing recently
developed shield tunneling techniques,
successive settlement in soft clay is still the
largest factor of ground settlement in most cases
in Japan.

(2) Originally, successive settlement occurs in
surrounding ground which is close to shield
tunnel and within 1m above the crown. And then,
settlement at ground surface follows.

(3) Mainly, consolidation of surrounding ground’s
soil disturbed by shield tunneling caused
successive settlement.

(4) The larger maximum deformation while a shield
is passing through is, the larger successive
settlement will become.

(5) The higher liquidity index indicating sensitivity
of soil is, the larger successive settlement will
become.

(6) Successive settlement in Pleistocene clay and
sandy ground is small.

(7) A successive settlement is roughly predicted

based on liquidity index and 'maximum
deformation while a shield is passing through by
using a relational figure obtained from
accumulated data in Japan.
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